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Figure 1: We present interaction fields (IFs) for sketch-based design of local agent interactions in crowd simulation. Left: A user sketches guide curves (shown in blue), which are converted to an IF grid. The purpose of this specific IF is to let agents move behind one object to hide from another. Middle: 2D top view of the simulation. We let all gray obstacles and orange agents emit this IF. The blue agent perceives these IFs, causing it to hide from the red agent. Right: 3D impression of this scenario, combined with body animation per agent.

Abstract

The real-time simulation of human crowds has many applications. In a typical crowd simulation, each person ('agent') in the crowd moves towards a goal while adhering to local constraints. Many algorithms exist for specific local 'steering' tasks such as collision avoidance or group behavior. However, these do not easily extend to completely new types of behavior, such as circling around another agent or hiding behind an obstacle. They also tend to focus purely on an agent’s velocity without explicitly controlling its orientation. This paper presents a novel sketch-based method for modelling and simulating many steering behaviors for agents in a crowd. Central to this is the concept of an interaction field (IF): a vector field that describes the velocities or orientations that agents should use around a given ‘source’ agent or obstacle. An IF can also change dynamically according to parameters, such as the walking speed of the source agent. IFs can be easily combined with other aspects of crowd simulation, such as collision avoidance. Using an implementation of IFs in a real-time crowd simulation framework, we demonstrate the capabilities of IFs in various scenarios. This includes game-like scenarios where the crowd responds to a user-controlled avatar. We also present an interactive tool that computes an IF based on input sketches. This IF editor lets users intuitively and quickly design new types of behavior, without the need for programming extra behavioral rules. We thoroughly evaluate the efficacy of the IF editor through a user study, which demonstrates that our method enables non-expert users to easily enrich any agent-based crowd simulation with new agent interactions.

CCS Concepts

• Computing methodologies → Motion path planning; Intelligent agents; Real-time simulation; • Human-centered computing → Graphical user interfaces;

1. Introduction

Crowd simulation is useful for creating lively virtual scenes populated by many moving characters. This has many applications, including games, movies, and VR.

Most crowd simulation techniques are agent-based in that they simulate each character as an individual intelligent agent. To steer each agent through the environment in interaction with other agents, many algorithms have been developed for specific purposes such as path planning, collision avoidance, and grouping. Although
the resulting models are highly successful, it is difficult to adapt them so that the agents display new kinds of behavior for which the algorithms were not designed. A designer can influence the overall paths that agents take, and they can tune simulation parameters to change properties of a specific algorithm, but they cannot easily let agents interact in completely different ways, such as making an agent circle around another agent or hide behind an obstacle. Furthermore, parameter tuning and scenario-specific scripting can be time-consuming.

In response to these problems, the goal of this paper is to simplify the design of local steering behaviours in crowds, by letting users sketch how agents should move in relation to other agents, obstacles, or the environment. Our central concept is an interaction field (IF) that defines the velocities or orientations that agents should use around a particular source, such as an obstacle or another agent. An IF can also be made parametric to change dynamically according to simulation parameters, such as the current speed of an agent. We also present an editor in which users can sketch IFs, allowing them to quickly and intuitively create a wide variety of new types of agent behavior. IFs can be combined with other crowd simulation techniques, so that users can focus on sketching only those behaviors for which traditional algorithms do not suffice.

Previous research has led to several other methods for artistically modifying the behavior of a crowd, but these methods focus on other aspects, such as controlling simulation parameters or editing global trajectories. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first method that allows users to intuitively sketch local interactions, i.e. to sketch how agents should move relatively to other (moving) obstacles or agents. By generating IFs from sketches, users can quickly design new behaviors that would otherwise require laborious programming and parameter tuning. Our method enables designers to easily create a wider variety of scenarios, and to drastically speed up the design process of a scenario.

In short, the main contributions of this paper are the following:

- We present interaction fields (IFs) as a simple yet effective way to model new kinds of steering behaviors in crowds. We show the capabilities of IFs in various scenarios that would be difficult to simulate using traditional models alone.
- We present a novel way to compute IFs based on user sketches. This results in an IF editor that allows designers to draw new agent behaviors in a small amount of time.
- We present the results of a thorough user study that confirms the efficacy of the IF editor for fast behavior sketching.

A preliminary version of this work was presented as a 2-page poster paper [CvTH+20]. We emphasize that we focus on the steering behavior of agents, and not on full character animation. As it is common in crowd simulation research, we will model our scenarios in 2D, with agents simplified to disks. Of course, these agents represent (humanoid) characters, and 3D applications must combine the agents’ trajectories with appropriate 3D body animations. Although combining steering behaviors with realistic human animation is not the purpose of this work, we will briefly discuss several ways to handle it, and our supplementary video will show examples.

2. Related work

Crowd simulation is a large research area with many facets. Several books and surveys give a good overview [ANMS13; TM13; PAKB16; vTP21]. As this paper focuses on sketch-based design of interactions in agent-based crowd simulation, we will now discuss related work in these areas only.

2.1. Agent-based crowd simulation

Most crowds simulation models are agent-based, also referred to as microscopic. These models simulate the behavior of each person (‘agent’) in the crowd individually. This is in contrast to macroscopic approaches that simulate the crowd as a whole [TCP06]. The behavior per agent consists of multiple components, such as global path planning and local collision avoidance. Many framework works exist that use this principle to simulate large crowds in real-time [PAB07; vTJI15; CBM16; KBB16].

The research in this domain mostly focuses on local interactions between agents: updating each agent’s velocity at a certain frequency so that each agent proceeds to its goal while responding adequately to neighboring agents and obstacles. The most frequently studied type of local behavior is collision avoidance. Algorithms for this purpose let agents move according to a certain principle, such as forces [HM95; KHV09; ZIK11; KSG14], velocity cost functions [PPD07; vBGLM08; GCC+10; KO10; MHT11; vBGLM11], or vision [OPOD10; DMC+17; LCMP19]. The orientation of an agent is usually not explicitly controlled, although some exceptions to this rule exist [HOD15].

Next to collision avoidance, many other types of local behavior can be considered, such as grouping and following. Reynolds [Rey99] was among the first to propose and implement a list of such ‘steering’ behaviors. To add a new type of behavior to a crowd simulation, it is common to add a new algorithm, force, or cost function for that specific purpose. Each new behavior requires programming effort, knowledge of simulation details, and parameter tuning.

Some methods increase the range of possibilities by stretching the concept of an agent. For example, Yeh et al. [YCP+08] have modeled special interactions by adding invisible ‘proxy agents’ to the simulation. This can model (for example) an agent that makes less or more room in a crowd depending on its walking speed. Comparably, the ‘situation agents’ by Schuermann et al. [SSKF10] are abstract agent-like entities designed to solve specific problems, such as deadlocks at narrow passages. Although such techniques can indeed model additional behaviors, designing a new type of behavior still requires substantial effort and expert knowledge.

The interaction fields (IFs) of this paper are an alternative way to design local behavior. One could argue that IFs are still `rule-based’, in the sense that a single IF could be seen as a local behavioral rule. The main difference to traditional local algorithms is that the behavior of IFs follows directly from an input sketch, so new IFs for new types of behavior can easily be sketched by a novice user. We emphasize that IFs are not meant to replace existing algorithms for e.g. collision avoidance; rather, IFs introduce a new way to generate a wide variety of local behaviors based on sketches, without the need to program or tweak simulation details.
2.2. Controlling simulation setting and tuning parameters

The behavior produced by a local algorithm usually depends on a number of parameters. By tuning these parameters, designers have some control over how agents behave, but this tuning is not always intuitive and requires expert knowledge of the simulation model. To improve this, several researchers have proposed systems where a user can interactively edit parameters while the simulation is running [MR05; MMHR16], possibly even by immersing the user into the simulation itself [BBEK20]. Other work has explored ways to automatically tune simulation parameters to match particular data, such as quantitative metrics [WGO14], controlled randomization [NLS14], textual descriptions [CWL20; LWC20], and start and goal positions of agents [ACC14].

Naturally, in all systems that operate purely on simulation parameters, the results are limited to what parameter variations can produce. Parameters alone do not enable designers to create completely new types of behavior.

2.3. Sketch-based control of agents

Various methods exist that try to give users more intuitive control over a crowd via sketch-based techniques. Most of these provide control over global paths, by letting users draw curves for agents to follow [UdHT04; KSA*09; OO09; MM17; BBEK20] or directional hints that are converted to a flow field [PWJ*08; PvdBC*11; KK*14]. Some of these methods also propose sketch-based control of other simulation parameters, such as the walking speed and the smoothness of paths [UdHT04; OO09]. Other work focuses more on changing the geometry of the environment [MMHR16; MM19; SGH20], on fitting a group into a formation [GD13; HSK14], or on giving users high-level control over where agents go and which actions they perform [MR05; KSRF11; KBK16; MBA20].

Another set of solutions is more oriented towards editing existing crowd motion clips to adapt to new situations. Following up on the concept of ’crowd patches’ that can be stitched together [YMPT09], there are several methods that let users intuitively deform crowd motion clips to create crowds of different shapes [IPCC14; KSKL14; KL16] or densities [JCC*15]. There is also a line of work that models a crowd as a deformable mesh, to steer it efficiently along (user-specified) paths in the presence of obstacles [KLLT08; HS12; HSK14; ZZZY20]. A model by Ju et al. [JCP10] converts example crowd motion to a continuous space, allowing for interpolations between types of motion. Shen et al. [SHW*18] proposed a data-driven technique that chooses the appropriate crowd motions based on multi-touch gestures.

These techniques are all successful, but they focus on other simulation aspects than the local interactions between agents. Thus, they operate on a different scale than the method we propose.

The idea of sketch-based control is also popular in many other computer-graphics domains [BC20], including character body animation [GCR13; GRGC15; CBL*16; CZWL20]. We remind the reader that our method focuses on generating trajectories for agents, and not on animating their bodies in 3D. For this reason, we will not discuss animation-related work in detail here.

2.4. Positioning

This paper proposes a new sketch-based method for designing local interactions between agents. A concept that seems close at first sight is the navigation field by Patil et al. [PvdBC*11]: a grid that proposes an optimal walking direction at any point in the environment, possibly based on sketches. However, whereas navigation fields specify global paths through the environment, interaction fields (IFs) specify how agents locally behave around other agents or obstacles. As such, IFs can move through the environment during the simulation, and they can change according to parameters.

We believe that the difficulty of creating new kinds of interactions has limited the variety of scenarios that can be simulated. As such, the list of local interactions proposed by Reynolds [Rey99] has never been substantially extended, despite the many developments in terms of simulation models. As discussed earlier, the agent concept can be applied in a more abstract way to model additional behaviors [YCP*08; SSKF10], but this does not necessarily make new behaviors easy to design for non-experts. By contrast, IFs are specified in a purely visual way, allowing novice users to create new behaviors with relative ease.

3. System overview

Our crowd simulation takes place in a bounded 2D environment \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2 \) with \( m \geq 0 \) obstacles \( \{ O_i \}_{i=0}^{m-1} \) and \( n \geq 0 \) agents \( \{ A_j \}_{j=0}^{n-1} \). It is common to implement obstacles as simple polygons and to model each agent \( A_i \) as a disk with radius \( r_i \). However, our method does not explicitly rely on these implementation choices.

The simulation uses discrete time steps (frames). In each frame, every agent \( A_i \) computes a new value for its acceleration \( a_i \), which will induce a change in its velocity \( v_i \) and position \( p_i \). As explained in Section 2.1, the process of computing \( a_i \) can be based on algorithms for e.g. path following, collision avoidance, and group behavior. Each agent \( A_i \) also has an orientation \( o_i \in S^1 \) (a 2D unit vector) that represents the direction that \( A_i \) is facing. This paper will present interaction fields (IFs) as an additional way to control the velocities and orientations of agents. IFs can be used together with other navigation algorithms, as well as independently.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed system that combines IF design, crowd simulation, and character animation. The details per component will be provided throughout this paper.

First, a user sketches an IF in an editing tool, which we will describe in Section 5. The user can draw elements onto a canvas, and this sketch is automatically converted to an IF. The user can then inspect the resulting agent behavior in the simulation (to be described below) and return to the sketching phase if they wish, until they obtain the desired agent behavior. To set up a complete simulation scenario, the user should also specify which objects emit the IF (as sources) and which agents respond to it (as receivers).

Next, the sketched IFs are applied to the simulation in the way presented in Section 4. (For ease of comprehension, this paper will discuss the simulation first and the IF editor second.) In each simulation frame, every agent \( A_i \) performs a sequence of tasks. First, \( A_i \) should respond to the IFs emitted by nearby sources, which results in an IF velocity and IF orientation proposed by these IFs. Next, \( A_i \)
can combine this result with other behavior such as collision avoidance, resulting in a new velocity and orientation to use. Finally, $A_i$ moves and rotates according to the computed vectors.

It is also possible to combine the 2D simulation output with animated 3D characters. Although this is not the focus of our work, it is an important and non-trivial component for many applications. We will discuss the options and our implementation in Section 6.2.

4. Interaction fields

This section defines the concept of an interaction field (IF) and explains how to integrate IFs into a crowd simulation loop.

4.1. Basic definition of an IF

Overall, a single IF describes either the velocities or the orientations that agents should use in the vicinity of a particular source, which we denote by $s$. We also say that the source emits the IF. A source can be an agent, an obstacle, or any other aspect of the environment that should induce a certain kind of behavior.

![IF definition](image)

Figure 3: (a) An interaction field is a vector field (shown here in blue) that prescribes velocity or orientation vectors in a domain $D$ around a source object $s$ (here: the red agent). (b) During the simulation, the IF is mapped onto the environment to match the current position and orientation of $s$. Other agents (in orange) use this mapped IF to compute a velocity or orientation (in green), which they can apply directly or combine with other navigation algorithms. Agents outside the domain (in yellow) are not affected.

Because an IF prescribes behavior around a source $s$, we define it in a Euclidean coordinate system relative to $s$, with $s$ located at the origin $(0,0)$ and oriented towards the negative y-axis. Using this, a velocity IF with source $s$ and domain $D \subset \mathbb{R}^2$ is a vector field

$$VIF_{s,D} : D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$$

that maps any position $p \in D$ to a 2D vector $VIF_{s,D}(p)$, indicating the velocity that any agent should use at this position.

Likewise, an orientation IF is a function

$$OIF_{s,D} : D \rightarrow S^1$$

that maps any $p \in D$ to a 2D unit vector $OIF_{s,D}(p)$ that agents should use as their orientation. Figure 3(a) shows an abstract example of an IF. Whenever it does not matter whether an IF concerns velocities or orientations, we will use the notation $IF_{s,D}$. Note that an IF specifies a vector for all points in the domain $D$. Our figures will only show sample velocities for the sake of illustration.

4.2. Applying IFs during the simulation

An IF is defined relatively to a source $s$. During the crowd simulation, the position $p$ and orientation $o_0$ of $s$ may change over time, especially if $s$ is an agent. To apply the function $IF_{s,D}$ at runtime, the IF should be translated and rotated to match the current values of $p$ and $o_0$. Informally, if we see $IF_{s,D}$ as a pre-defined ‘picture’ around $s$, we should always line up this picture with how $s$ is currently positioned and oriented. We call the result the mapped IF, and we denote it by $IF_{s,D}$. Figure 3(b) shows an example.

It is important to note that this mapping can remain implicit during the simulation. There is no need to translate and rotate complete IFs at run-time. For any position $q \in \mathcal{E}$, we can easily compute the relevant IF vector $IF_{s,D}(q)$ by applying the inverse mapping to $q$.

One special case is worth mentioning: if the source $s$ is the entire environment $\mathcal{E}$, then $D = \mathcal{E}$ as well, and there is no mapping to apply during the simulation ($IF_{s,D} = IF_{s,D}$). Such an IF is similar to a navigation field [PredBC*11]: it prescribes vectors for the whole environment, and not for the neighborhood of one specific object.

The purpose of an IF is to model a single type of behavior around a source, so most simulations will feature multiple IFs at the same time. As part of the scenario’s design, the user should specify for
each IF which objects emit it and which agents respond to it. Consequently, it is possible for agents to respond to only some IFs and to ignore others, i.e. to model different behavior for different agents.

At any moment in the simulation, each agent \( A_i \) should respond to the relevant interaction fields emitted by nearby sources. To this end, let \( Z = \{ \text{IF}_j \}_{j=1}^{k-1} \) be the set of all velocity IFs to which \( A_i \) can respond and that currently have \( p_{ij} \) in their mapped domain. The IF velocity \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) for \( A_i \) is defined as a weighted average of the vectors that these IFs propose:

\[
v_i^{\text{IF}} = \frac{\sum_j \text{IF}_j^p \cdot D_j(p_{ij}) \cdot w_j}{\sum_j w_j}
\]

where the \( w_j \) are weights for prioritizing between IFs, e.g. to increase the influence of an IF as an agent moves closer to the source. It will often be sufficient to use \( w_j = 1 \) for all \( j \). For orientation IFs, we define the IF orientation \( o_i^{\text{IF}} \) for \( A_i \), analogously, the only difference being that we explicitly normalize the result.

4.3. Combining IFs with other simulation components

There are several ways to combine the IF velocity and orientation with other simulation aspects (such as collision avoidance). In most traditional crowd simulations, the behavior of each agent \( A_i \) per simulation frame is already subdivided into multiple steps:

1. Compute a preferred velocity \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) that would send the agent towards its goal, possibly with the help of a global path. If the agent is currently colliding with other agents or obstacles, compute a new velocity \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) that stays close to \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) while following local rules for collision avoidance, group behavior, etc. This yields an acceleration \( a_i := (v_i^{\text{new}} - v_i)/\Delta t \), where \( \Delta t \) is the length of this simulation frame in seconds.
2. If the agent is currently colliding with other agents or obstacles, compute contact forces \( f_i \) and update the acceleration: \( a_i := a_i + f_i/m \), where \( m \) is the agent’s mass (usually 1).
3. Update the agent’s position and velocity via Euler integration:
   \[
v_i := v_i + a_i \cdot \Delta t, \quad p_i := p_i + v_i \cdot \Delta t.
\]

Both \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) and \( v_i \) are typically clamped to a maximum walking speed \( v_i^{\text{max}} \) to prevent unrealistically large velocities.

As mentioned earlier, most crowd simulations do not explicitly control the agent’s orientation \( o_i \). Thus, orientation IFs can be trivially added to the simulation loop in a separate step:

5. Compute the IF orientation \( o_i^{\text{IF}} \). If \( o_i^{\text{IF}} \neq 0 \), update the agent’s orientation as \( o_i := o_i^{\text{IF}} \). Otherwise, keep \( o_i \) unchanged, or update it in a ‘traditional’ way, e.g. as an average of \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) and \( v_i^{\text{new}} \).

To add velocity IFs to the system, we have the choice between letting the IF velocity \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) (Equation 1) influence an agent’s preferred velocity (in step 1) or its new velocity (in step 2). We will use the first option in our implementation. This allows for an intuitive combination of IFs and collision avoidance, where IFs play an ‘advising’ role and collision avoidance has the final say. The navigation fields of Patil et al. [PvdBC+11] are also used in this way.

Thus, we use IFs as an alternative way to compute a preferred velocity \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \). It is also possible to let \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) depend on IFs and on other factors (such as goal reaching) at the same time. We will use this in some of our example scenarios; Section 6.1 will describe the underlying simulation settings.

4.4. Parametric interaction fields

Next, we extend IFs so that they can change during the simulation according to parameters. These parameters may affect both the vectors and the domain of the IF. In other words, a parametric IF encapsulates different ‘ordinary’ IFs for different parameter values.

Formally, a parametric velocity IF with \( l \) scalar parameters can be described as a function

\[
PVIF_i : \mathbb{R}^l \rightarrow (D^* \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2)
\]

where the resulting velocity vectors and the domain \( D^* \) now also depend on the \( l \) parameter values. A parametric orientation IF can be defined analogously. Theoretically, there is no limit on the number of parameters. In this work, though, we create IFs based on user sketches, and we will use at most 1 parameter to keep the design process intuitive. We will now discuss two specific types of parametric IFs that are supported by our sketching tool.

4.4.1. Keyframes and interpolation

One way to specify a parametric IF is to define IFs for a few specific values of a single parameter. These IFs then act as keyframe IFs at runtime, and the IF for any other parameter value is defined via linear interpolation between the two nearest keyframe IFs.

For example, Figure 4(a) shows a parametric velocity IF with two keyframes, where the parameter is the speed of the source agent \( s \). When \( s \) is standing still, agents will gather around \( s \) in a circle. When \( s \) is moving at a certain predefined speed, agents will attempt to follow \( s \) from behind. There are infinitely many vector fields for the source speeds in-between. During the simulation, agents will use an interpolated field that matches the current speed of \( s \).

Next to the speed of the source agent, other examples of parameters could be the width or height of a source obstacle (to apply the IF to obstacles of various sizes), the current simulation time (to model behavior that changes over time), or the local crowd density around an agent (to model density-dependent behavior). A parameter could also represent an agent’s state of mind, such as its hastiness or the amount of panic it experiences.

The simulation never needs to fully compute an interpolated IF. In any simulation frame, an agent only needs to compute a single output vector for each parametric IF in range.

Formally, let there be \( k \) keyframe IFs associated to \( k \) parameter values: \( \{kvIF_j\}_{j=0}^{k-1} \) ordered by increasing \( q_j \) values. Assume for now that all keyframe IFs have the same domain \( D \). Given a parameter value \( q \), the parametric IF is defined as follows for any point \( p \in D \):

- If \( q < q_0 \), then \( PVIF_i(p) = KVIF_0(p) \).
- If \( q \geq q_{k-1} \), then \( PVIF_i(p) = KVIF_{k-1}(p) \).
- Otherwise, \( q_j \leq q < q_{j+1} \) for some \( j \), and

\[
PVIF_i(p) = (1 - \lambda) \cdot KVIF_j(p) + \lambda \cdot KVIF_{j+1}(p),
\]

where \( \lambda = (q - q_j)/(q_{j+1} - q_j) \).
If two subsequent keyframe IFs have different domains, we require that any domain in-between can be obtained via linear interpolation as well. For example, this is the case if the domains are both axis-aligned rectangles or both disks. The IF vector $\text{PIF}_s(p)$ is then only defined if $p$ lies inside the interpolated domain.

The concept of keyframe IFs can be extended to more than one parameter. In that case, each keyframe will be associated to a point in a higher-dimensional parameter space. As mentioned earlier, though, we will focus on single-parameter examples because these are still relatively intuitive for non-expert users to design.

### 4.4.2. Relation between objects

A parameter of an IF could also be a relation between two objects $a$ and $b$. Possible examples are the distance between $p_a$ and $p_b$, or the angle between the vector $p_b - p_a$ and the $x$-axis.

As a concrete example, Figure 4(b) shows a velocity IF that lets agents move behind a source $s$ (typically an obstacle) to hide from another object $o$ (which can represent an obstacle or something more abstract). One of the objects on the canvas can be marked as the source object $s$. Guide curves, as will be further clarified in Section 5.2, in the IF editor, users can draw a guide curve as a piecewise-linear curve or as a freehand curve. For velocity IFs, the default value for $v_{ij}$ is the maximum walking speed of our agents (1.8 m/s), but the user can change this value per curve. For orientation IFs, $v_{ij}$ is fixed to 1 so that $C_i$ proposes unit vectors.

Note that this example can theoretically be combined with keyframe IFs, where the keyframes determine the IF vectors and the angular relation determines the mapping onto $E$. The result would be a parametric IF with two parameters.

In our IF editor, for simplicity, an angular relation between $s$ and another object $o$ is currently the only object relation that users can draw. A distance-based relation between two objects could be implemented with the help of keyframes again: the user specifies which two objects determine the distance parameter, and then they draw keyframes with different distances between these objects.

### 5. Sketch-based construction of interaction fields

We have developed a graphical interface in which users can intuitively sketch IFs. This section describes the components of this ‘IF editor’ and their mathematical meaning for the IF being drawn.

In the IF editor, the user starts by defining a bounding shape $D^p$, which will serve as the IF domain $D$. The IF editor then creates a rectangular canvas on which the user can draw. Next, the user can draw elements onto the IF canvas to specify parts of the IF. Section 5.1 will describe these elements in more detail.

Finally, the program can convert a drawing to a discretized IF: a rectangular grid of vectors, with a user-specified level of precision. This conversion process, which we will describe in Section 5.2, uses an interpolation scheme to fill in any regions where the user has not drawn. Of course, the user can adapt this result if desired, by drawing additional elements and then rebuilding the grid.

### 5.1. Main elements of the IF editor

The user can draw three main types of elements in the IF editor, and a sketch can contain multiple elements of each type.

An object is anything that can serve as the source of an IF. In our IF editor, it can be an agent (visualized as a disk) or a polygon (which can represent an obstacle or something more abstract). One of the objects on the canvas can be marked as the source object $s$. Other (non-source) objects can be drawn as a visual aid, or to help define a parametric IF. We will explain this further in Section 5.3.

A guide curve is a curve $C_i : [0,1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$, with an associated magnitude $v_{ij}$, that exactly specifies the IF vectors along that curve. For any point $p$ that lies on $C_i$ (i.e. if $p = C_i(t)$ for some value $t$), the curve prescribes a vector $v_i$ with magnitude $v_{ij}$ and direction $d_{C_i}(t)$. Figure 5(a) contains two examples of a guide curve. In the final IF, the vector $\text{IF}_{s,p}(p)$ at any point $p$ will be an interpolation of the vectors proposed by all guide curves. Section 5.2.1 will describe this interpolation. In the IF editor, users can draw a guide curve as a piecewise-linear curve or as a freehand curve. For velocity IFs, the default value for $v_{ij}$ is the maximum walking speed of our agents (1.8 m/s), but the user can change this value per curve. For orientation IFs, $v_{ij}$ is fixed to 1 so that $C_i$ proposes unit vectors.

Finally, a zero area is a region $H_j \subset \mathbb{R}^2$ where the IF is ‘empty’. For velocity IFs, $H_j$ prescribes the zero vector, meaning that an agent will stand still when it is located inside $H_j$. For orientation IFs, $H_j$ acts as a hole in the domain $D$, i.e. as a region where the IF does not propose any specific orientation. Figure 5(a) contains one example of a zero area. Note that zero areas always have priority over guide curves, as will be further clarified in Section 5.2. In the IF editor, users can draw zero areas with a paintbrush tool, or they can erase IF vectors after converting their sketch to a grid.
5.2. Converting a sketch to an IF

The user draws the elements of Section 5.1 onto the canvas. We now describe how to convert this sketch to an IF.

5.2.1. Interpolating between guide curves

An important aspect of the conversion is to ‘fill in’ the IF for areas where nothing has been drawn. To infer a meaningful IF vector for any point \( p \) in the domain \( D \), we interpolate between all vectors proposed along all guide curves. This interpolation is based on inverse distance weighting [She68], a commonly used method for estimating values among scattered data points.

Given a set of \( c \) guide curves \( \mathcal{C} = \{ C_i \}_{i=0}^{c-1} \), the estimated IF vector for a point \( p \in D \) is the following:

\[
\mathbf{u}(p, \mathcal{C}) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{c-1} \left( \frac{1}{w(p, C_i)} \mathbf{v}_i(t) \right) dt}{\sum_{i=0}^{c-1} \left( \frac{1}{w(p, C_i)} \right) dt}
\]  

(2)

Here, \( w(p, q) = \frac{1}{|p - q|^\kappa} \), and \( \kappa \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) is a power parameter that determines how strongly the influence of a curve point decays along with the distance to \( p \). Preliminary experiments have led to a use of \( \kappa = 1.9 \) in our implementation. This yields IFs where all vectors are meaningful even with a small number of guide curves. We remind the reader that users can still edit their drawing after the conversion, in case the resulting IF does not match their expectations.

In practice, the integrals in Equation (2) can be approximated by sums, using regularly spaced sample points on each curve. Figure 5(b) gives a visual impression of this interpolation scheme. Note that the number of samples does not affect the curve’s importance; it only determines the precision by which \( \mathcal{C} \) is approximated.

This type of interpolation has several useful properties. First, if a point \( p \) lies exactly on a curve point \( C_i(t) \), then \( \mathbf{u}(p) = \mathbf{v}_i(t) \), and other curves do not matter (unless \( p \) is visited multiple times due to curve intersections). Second, if there are intersections between or within curves, they do not need to be handled explicitly: the interpolation scheme will simply produce an average vector at an intersection point. Third, the distance-based decay of a curve’s influence is only relative and not absolute. Moving away from a curve point \( C_i(t) \) does not ‘shrink’ the vector that it proposes; it only reduces the relative weight by which it is taken into account.

Figure 6 shows a number of examples of IFs for different guide curves. Note that the simplest example contains only one straight guide curve, and its IF contains a uniform vector everywhere.

5.2.2. Computing the final IF

We now define the overall interaction field that can be obtained from a source \( s \), a bounding shape \( D^b \), a set of guide curves \( \mathcal{C} = \{ C_i \}_{i=0}^{c-1} \), and a set of zero areas \( \mathcal{H} = \{ H_i \}_{i=0}^{h-1} \).

For a velocity IF, the domain \( D \) is equal to \( D^b \), and the velocity function \( \mathbf{VIF}_{s,D} \) works as follows for any point \( p \in D \):

- If \( p \) is inside any zero area \( H_j \in \mathcal{H} \), then \( \mathbf{VIF}_{s,D}(p) = \mathbf{0} \).
- Otherwise, \( \mathbf{VIF}_{s,D}(p) = \mathbf{u}(p, \mathcal{C}) \) (see Equation (2)).

For an orientation IF, recall that zero areas are treated as holes in the domain. In other words, the domain \( D \) is equal to \( D^b - \bigcup_{j=0}^{h-1} H_j \), i.e. the set of points that is not covered by any zero area. For any point \( p \) in the remaining domain \( D \), the final orientation function normalizes the interpolated vector from Equation (2) to unit length:

\[
\mathbf{OIF}_{s,D}(p) = \frac{\mathbf{u}(p, \mathcal{C})}{\| \mathbf{u}(p, \mathcal{C}) \|}
\]

The IF editor finally converts a drawing to a grid by computing \( \mathbf{IF}_{s,D}(p_i) \) for a set of regularly sampled grid points \( p_i \). The resulting grid of vectors can be used in the crowd simulation.

5.3. Sketching parametric IFs

Recall from Section 4.4 that a parametric IF is an IF that depends on additional scalar parameters. To draw a parametric IF based on
The model by Helbing et al. [HFV00] with coefficients.

speed of 1 and a fixed frame length \( \Delta \).

sometimes visualize that any interpolated IFs are not explicitly computed. However, we use the default settings suggested by its authors. Overall, RVO and as the new velocity \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) as the average of \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) and a velocity that sends \( A_i \) to a pre-defined \( goal \) at the preferred speed. There is no collision avoidance, so \( v_i^{\text{new}} := v_i^{\text{pref}} \).

Next to these overall simulation settings, each agent \( A_i \) will use one of the following behavior profiles:

- **IFs-Only:** \( A_i \) uses the IF velocity \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) directly as the preferred velocity \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) and as the new velocity \( v_i^{\text{new}} \). There is no additional goal reaching or collision avoidance.

- **IFs+GoalReaching:** \( A_i \) computes \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) as the average of \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) and a velocity that sends \( A_i \) to a pre-defined \( goal \) at the preferred speed. There is no collision avoidance, so \( v_i^{\text{new}} := v_i^{\text{pref}} \).

- **IFs+RVO:** \( A_i \) computes \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) using IFs. It then computes \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) using the RVO algorithm for collision avoidance [vdBLM08], using the default settings suggested by its authors. Overall, RVO looks for a velocity close to \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) that has a low collision risk.

- **UserControl:** \( A_i \) receives \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) and \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) directly from a user (e.g. via keyboard or controller input). The agent still receives contact forces in case of a collision. In our figures and videos, user-controlled agents will always be visualized in red.

Of course, and most importantly, each scenario will use its own specific interaction fields to model specific types of behavior, and different agents can emit and receive different IFs.

6.2. Coupling with character animation

To visualize our results using animated 3D characters for our supplementary video, we have connected the crowd simulation to the Unity game engine. Synchronizing a 2D simulation (of 10 FPS) with an animated 3D scene (of a higher framerate) is not a trivial task. There are at least two options to choose between:

**Simulation priority:** Let the 3D characters move exactly to the positions produced by the crowd simulation, and use interpolation to fill in the additional animation frames. For body animation, apply a suitable motion clip to each character, accepting possible artifacts such as footsliding.

**Animation priority:** Use the output of the simulation as input for an animation system that chooses an appropriate motion clip per character. The chosen animation determines where a character actually moves, and this overrides the simulation results.

The first option is often used in crowd simulation papers, whenever a perfect correspondence to the simulation is more important than animation accuracy. The second option is popular for e.g. controllable characters in games, where the animation should be smooth and natural. It can also help filter out motion for which no animation clips exist, such as fast backward motion or sudden rotations.

For crowd simulations with IFs, we see use cases for both options. In our supplementary video, we consistently use the second option, based on a Unity plugin for motion matching [Ani20].

7. Demonstration of results

This section shows the capabilities of interaction fields in a number of example scenarios. Our main purpose is to demonstrate specific features of IFs (such as the use of parameters), and to show that these can easily be combined into more complex scenarios.

For each scenario, we will show the input IFs created in our editor, as well as screenshots of the resulting simulation. All simulation screenshots include a grid with cells of 1 x 1 m, to illustrate the scale of the environment. For visualization purposes, we also show several IFs mapped onto the environment. Recall from Section 4.2 that the simulation itself does not need to compute any mapped IFs.

We also invite the reader to watch the supplementary video of this paper, which shows several results in motion, including the IF design process and combinations with 3D character animation.

7.1. Scenario 1: Hide and seek

Our first scenario uses an angle-dependent parametric velocity IF to let an agent hide behind an object. This IF, shown in Figure 7(a), was drawn using 7 guide curves and a rotation link. In the simplest version of the scenario, one obstacle \( O \) emits this IF, with a user-controlled agent \( A_1 \) as the linked object. An agent \( A_1 \) with the **IFs-Only** profile responds to the IF. As the user moves \( A_2 \) around, \( A_1 \) automatically hides behind \( O \) depending on where \( A_2 \) is located. Figure 7(b) shows a screenshot of the simulation.

In the extended scenario shown in Figure 7(c), we have added several obstacles and agents (with the **IFs+RVO** profile) that all emit the same IF. Consequently, the agent \( A_1 \) hides behind whichever object is nearby, treating obstacles and agents in the same way. The extra agents do not respond to any IFs, but they use collision avoidance to make way for the user if necessary. Figure 7(d) and the supplementary video visualize the scenario in 3D.

keyframes, the user can simply draw separate IFs and specify the corresponding parameter values. To draw a parametric IF based on an object relation, the user can draw a line-segment connection (a link) between the two relevant objects. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the IF editor currently only supports a link between the source \( s \) and another object \( o \), and this link implies an angle-based relation between \( s \) and \( o \). We leave other types of links for future work.

6. Implementation details

We have implemented the IF editor and an IF-enriched crowd simulation in platform-independent C++. To convert a drawing to an IF, we guide curves are sampled at curve-length intervals of 0.1 meters.

6.1. Crowd simulation framework and settings

We have extended UMANS, an existing real-time agent-based crowd simulation framework [vTGG*20], to support interaction fields. The simulation represents each IF by a grid. We compute an IF vector using bilinear interpolation between the nearest grid cells. For parametric IFs based on keyframes, recall from Section 5.3 that any interpolated IFs are not explicitly computed. However, we sometimes visualize an interpolated IF for the sake of illustration.

In line with other research, our simulations use Euler integration and a fixed frame length \( \Delta t = 0.1 \) s. Each agent has a disk radius of 0.3 m, unit mass, a preferred speed of 1.3 m/s, and a maximum speed of 1.8 m/s. For contact forces in case of collisions, we use the model by Helbing et al. [HFV00] with coefficients \( K_{ag} = \frac{5000}{\text{kg}} \) for agent forces and \( K_{obs} = \frac{2500}{\text{kg}} \) for obstacle forces. These values are commonly used in literature when the agents have unit mass.

Next to these overall simulation settings, each agent \( A_i \) will use one of the following behavior profiles:

- **IFs-Only:** \( A_i \) uses the IF velocity \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) directly as the preferred velocity \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) and as the new velocity \( v_i^{\text{new}} \). There is no additional goal reaching or collision avoidance.

- **IFs+GoalReaching:** \( A_i \) computes \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) as the average of \( v_i^{\text{IF}} \) and a velocity that sends \( A_i \) to a pre-defined \( goal \) at the preferred speed. There is no collision avoidance, so \( v_i^{\text{new}} := v_i^{\text{pref}} \).

- **IFs+RVO:** \( A_i \) computes \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) using IFs. It then computes \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) using the RVO algorithm for collision avoidance [vdBLM08], using the default settings suggested by its authors. Overall, RVO looks for a velocity close to \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) that has a low collision risk.

- **UserControl:** \( A_i \) receives \( v_i^{\text{pref}} \) and \( v_i^{\text{new}} \) directly from a user (e.g. via keyboard or controller input). The agent still receives contact forces in case of a collision. In our figures and videos, user-controlled agents will always be visualized in red.

Of course, and most importantly, each scenario will use its own specific interaction fields to model specific types of behavior, and different agents can emit and receive different IFs.
Figure 7: Results for the Hide and Seek scenario (Section 7.1). (a) A velocity IF with a rotation link (red dashed segment) between the source (red) and a second object (orange). Guide curves are shown in blue. (b) A simulation where the blue agent uses this IF to hide from the user-controlled red agent. (c) A simulation where the blue agent can hide behind all obstacles and orange agents, each emitting the same IF. (d) A 3D impression with the two main agents on the left.

Figure 8: Results for the VIP in a Crowd scenario (Section 7.2). (a) Keyframes of the velocity IF used by the crowd. (b) The orientation IF used by the crowd. (c) Keyframes of the velocity IF used by the bodyguards. (d–e) Simulation examples with different speeds for the VIP (in red). The interpolated IF is shown as well. (f) Simulation example with bodyguards (in dark blue). Here, all IFs are omitted for clarity.

Figure 9: Results for the Museum scenario (Section 7.3). (a) One of the velocity IF for walking around the central pillar. (b) The velocity IFs for all five paintings. (c) Screenshot of the simulation, also showing the parametric IFs around standing and moving agents.
7.2. Scenario 2: VIP in a crowd

Next, we show an example where a crowd makes room for a user-controlled ‘VIP’ agent. To model this, we make the VIP agent emit two IFs: a parametric velocity IF that depends on the source speed (Figure 8(a)) and an orientation IF that makes agents look at the source (Figure 8(b)). For the velocity IF, the domain grows and the pushing effect becomes stronger as the speed increases.

The simulation features a small crowd of agents with the IFs+GoalReaching profile. The goal of each agent is set to its starting position, so that the agents move back to their old position after the VIP has passed. Figures 8(d) and 8(e) show how the crowd responds differently depending on the speed of the VIP agent.

Finally, we extend the scenario to include five ‘bodyguard’ agents with the IFs-Only profile. We make the VIP agent emit another velocity IF to which only the bodyguards respond. This IF (shown in Figure 8(c)) is parametric again: it lets the bodyguards align with the VIP when it is moving, and (re-)group around the VIP when it stands still. The latter keyframe IF uses zero areas to let the bodyguards stop in a circle around the VIP. Furthermore, the bodyguards themselves also emit the same pushing IF as the VIP. Figure 8(f) shows an example of the simulation with bodyguards.

7.3. Scenario 3: Museum

Our final example is a museum scenario where 8 IFs+RVO agents move through a corridor and look at paintings. The central pillar emits two velocity IFs for walking around it in a clockwise or counterclockwise way; each agent uses one of these two IFs. Figure 9(a) shows the clockwise IF. Next, each painting emits a velocity IF with a zero area that lets agents stand still at a certain distance from that painting; these IFs are shown in Figure 9(b). Each painting also emits an orientation IF that lets agents face the painting; we have omitted these IFs from our figures for clarity reasons.

Also, each agent $A_i$ emits a parametric velocity IF that prevents others from entering $A_i$’s line of sight when it is standing still. This way, others will avoid $A_i$ politely when it is looking at a painting. Figure 9(c) shows a screenshot of the simulation and the agents’ IFs. Again, more results can be found in our supplementary video.

To let agents switch between walking around and studying a painting, we have added the ability to (de)activate IFs using timers. Whenever an agent enters the domain of a painting velocity IF for the first time, the agent will ignore the corridor IF for a number of seconds. When this timer has passed, the agent ignores the painting IF and uses the corridor IF again, so it continues exploring the museum. However, the orientation IFs stay active all the time, so that agents always face paintings that are in range. The timer system is not part of the IF technique itself, and it required some additional modelling/programming effort specifically for this scenario. Note that this is the only example with such an extra system.

8. User study

To evaluate the efficacy of IFs and the IF editor for non-expert users, we conducted a user study with 22 users who were familiar with computer animation but not with IFs. Our goal was to evaluate how easily they could learn to independently sketch IFs to design specific agent interactions. Please note that the scenarios in this study are different from those in Section 7: thus, the user study shows even more examples of IF use cases. We will describe the study only briefly in this section. For in-depth experimental details and results, we refer the reader to the supplementary material.

All participants completed the study at the institution with the experimenter present, using two 24-inch screens with 1 GUI window to draw the fields and 1 simulation window to see the resulting behavior. They could always update their IF sketch interactively until they were satisfied with the simulation results. All participants started with a short video-guided training session, where they could freely explore our IF tool and interact with the experimenter.

After the introduction phase, participants were asked to sketch IFs for scenarios of increasing complexity.
Figure 10 shows that the participants found the tool easy to use and were very satisfied with the behaviors they designed. The average completion time per task was between 2 minutes 24 (for the fastest task) and 5 minutes 43 (for the slowest task). The final usability questionnaire showed a high average score of 80.6 percentile, which gives our IF editor a A- rating on the Sauro-Lewis Grading scale [LS18]. Knowing that the IF editor is a simple interface not yet designed for commercial use, this grade shows a very high usability performance. Overall, our study suggests that novice users can easily use the IF editor to sketch agent interactions.

9. Discussion

Advantages and relation to other methods Interaction fields allow users to intuitively sketch local agent interactions for real-time crowd simulations. To our knowledge, this is the first method with this specific focus. Our scenarios show that interesting simulations can be obtained based on a few simple IF sketches. Thus, sketching IFs is an effective way to create particular behaviors in a crowd.

Compared to traditional models where the behavior of agents can only be influenced via parameters, IFs can be drawn directly and have a more intuitive visual effect on agent behavior. This makes IFs ideal for scenarios where a designer has in mind how agents should move, without knowing how to define this motion mathematically. We acknowledge that there are also simulation tasks (such as multi-agent collision avoidance) for which highly successful traditional algorithms already exist. This is why we have shown that IFs can easily be combined with such algorithms; such a combination is more sensible than attempting to use IFs for everything.

The concept of letting agents move according to vector fields is not revolutionary. As mentioned before, our method is inspired by the navigation fields (NFs) of Patil et al. [PvdBC*11]. NFs and IFs can both control the global paths of agents: an IF with the entire environment as its source is essentially an NF. However, IFs can also model the local interactions between agents because of two distinctive properties: they are defined relative to sources that can move during the simulation (such as other agents), and they can change according to parameters (such as the source’s speed or a relation to another object). Our scenarios focused on these distinctive aspects, as well as on the ease of designing IFs visually.

Applicability It is important to understand which types of interactions an IF can (not) encode. Overall, a non-parametric IF describes an agent’s velocity or orientation at different positions relative to another object. A parametric IF can change this behavior according to scalar parameters or to a relation between two objects. In theory, IFs support any behavior that can be described in such terms. However, behavior depending on more than two objects is difficult to encode in an IF. Examples include moving towards the center of a group of agents, or avoiding multiple agents at the same time without considering them individually. Other techniques are more suitable for this. As mentioned, IFs are not meant to fully replace traditional algorithms, and techniques can easily be combined.

When combining many IFs for different purposes, it is possible that the results average out and agents become indecisive. However, this is also the case for traditional methods, and modeling many behaviors simultaneously is a difficult problem in general.

Usability and authoring capabilities Our user study indicates that the IF editor is a powerful tool for non-expert users to design agent interactions. Recall that the design process itself is interactive as well: in our study, users could edit their IFs on the fly and immediately see the effect in the simulation. Overall, the IF editor allows users to design new types of behavior that typically take much more time and effort to model using traditional techniques.

Setting up a complete scenario still required some additional manual work, e.g. for assigning IFs to sources and receivers, and for specifying the behavior profile of each agent. Likewise, there is not yet a reusable system for (de)activating IFs over time; we have scripted this manually for the Museum scenario in Section 7.3. Of course, our software can be improved to a fully integrated design pipeline with such additional features, but this is engineering labor that does not yield new research insights.

Parametric fields The concept of parametric IFs can still be explored further. As mentioned, other examples of scalar parameters could be the local crowd density (for creating density-dependent behavior) and the elapsed simulation time (for creating behavior that evolves temporally). We also have not yet considered IFs with multiple parameters, mostly because drawing keyframes in a higher-dimensional space is less intuitive. Also, we are interested in implementing other types of object relations, e.g. to create an IF that depends on the distance between two objects.

Computational performance In terms of performance, our scenarios are too small for meaningful time measurements. However, the software that we use as a basis can simulate tens of thousands of agents in real-time. It is well-known in our community that nearest-neighbor queries between agents is the least scalable simulation task, which will dominate the overall running time when the crowd is large. Collision avoidance can also be an expensive task, depending on the algorithms used. Relatively, IFs have very little impact on the simulation complexity. In a simulation frame, each agent $A_j$ performs simple arithmetic operations for each perceived IF. This is similar in complexity to e.g. force-based collision avoidance. Thus, nothing prevents IFs from being usable for large crowds.

Animation and motion quality To give users freedom in designing agent behavior, our technique deliberately controls velocities and orientations separately, and it allows these vectors to change quickly during the simulation. Also, users are free to draw velocity IFs with ‘local minima’ where agents end up standing still (e.g. using zero areas or by drawing curves that cancel each other out). This freedom of design may cause agent behavior that is not realistic or ‘human-like’, which may be seen as a disadvantage for some applications, especially when animated 3D characters are involved.

We have chosen not to place any ‘realism’-related constraints inside the IF method itself, to keep the method generic and suitable for many applications. Instead, we believe that the best place for filtering out unrealistic motion (if desired) is the animation loop. As described in Section 6.2, we have created an implementation where the 3D character animation system has the final say over a 2D agent’s trajectory, thus overriding the simulation result if necessary. This way, the (transitions between) motions of an agent are limited to what the provided animation clips support. Note that this
also allows for the personalization of behavior by providing different animations per character.

Current limitations The IF editor converts sketches to interaction fields using inverse-distance weighting of guide curves. While this type of interpolation has several advantages (as explained in Section 5.2), there may be situations where the result is not yet ideal. For example, a point in the IF is currently always influenced by all guide curves to some extent, even by (parts of) curves that are far away. To prevent this, we could let users control the influence distance of a guide curve, so that far-away points are ignored.

Our simulation currently approximates IFs by grids. This has limitations in terms of precision (e.g. for describing behavior around detailed obstacles) and scalability to large environments. To alleviate this, the simulation could also directly use the guide curves and zero areas from the IF editor. This would come at a computational cost, though, as computing a velocity or orientation from one IF would no longer take constant time.

There are a few other limitations to how we currently define and use IFs. First, we do not enforce any smoothness, and trajectories may be non-smooth especially when an agent enters or exits the domain of an IF. As mentioned, a coupling with character animation improves this greatly. On a simulation level, we could also consider letting the influence of an IF decay smoothly around the border of its domain. Second, IFs cannot yet specify variability: the same situation will always result in the same agent trajectories. This makes it difficult to, for example, design how agents can move around an obstacle in different ways. Such variability could be added by letting the simulation choose (or interpolate) between multiple IFs. Third, we currently combine the results of multiple IFs as a weighted average. We can imagine cases where more advanced combination mechanisms are useful, e.g. to prioritize certain IFs only if certain conditions are satisfied. Such additional rules could be part of an advanced authoring tool. In short, none of these issues are fundamental, and they can be resolved in future work.

Finally, we have deliberately decided that velocity IFs prescribe absolute velocities, and not relative velocities (or even acceleration vectors). Such alternative representations could make certain scenarios easier to model, but they would strongly reduce the method’s intuitiveness and user-friendliness. Similarly, applying concepts such as incompressibility may lead to smoother velocity fields, but not necessarily to a more intuitive user experience. In future work, we plan to explore if/how such extensions can be integrated into a user-friendly tool.

10. Conclusions and future work

In agent-based crowd simulations, the behavior of each agent is usually described via rules and equations. In this paper, we have presented interaction fields (IF) as an alternative way to model agent behavior in crowds. An IF specifies the velocities or orientations that agents should use around a given object, possibly depending on parameters such as that object’s speed. Combined with an editor that computes IFs based on user sketches, we obtain a system for efficiently and intuitively sketching new agent behaviors. Our example scenarios show that complex simulation results can be obtained using a few simple sketches. IFs can easily be combined with other simulation components (such as collision avoidance) without affecting real-time performance. Our user study indicates that non-expert users can easily use the IF editor to draw agent behaviors that match overall instructions.

Next to the discussion points mentioned in Section 9, there are several other directions for future work. First, all IFs in this paper have been drawn by hand in the IF editor. However, for some types of behaviors with a clear geometric meaning (e.g. moving to a given point or following an agent), it should be possible to generate an IF automatically without guide curves. An IF could also be generated based on recordings of a real crowd, by using the recorded trajectories as guide curves. By leveraging machine learning, it may even be possible to detect patterns in such data and create a separate IF for each ‘sub-behaviour’. This would yield a ‘palette’ of IFs from which many different types of crowds can be composed. Another interesting direction for future work would be to enable IF authoring based on text input, e.g., associating words with IFs and building a ‘grammar’ to describe agent interactions.

Second, while it is common to visualize a crowd simulation from a 2D top view, IFs are also useful for modelling subtle personal interactions that are better judged from an agent’s perspective. We therefore intend to integrate our simulation into a virtual-reality environment where the user itself is embedded as an agent. This is an important step towards evaluating the realism of our results.

Overall, we are confident that interaction fields give an unprecedented level of creative control over the steering behaviors in crowds. This is an important step towards fully immersive crowd simulations where all agents display human-like behavior, and where the crowd responds realistically to the user’s actions.
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